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The whirling boundless sea, lofty, majestic 
mountains, an abundance of natural re-
sources and a variety of cultures weave to-

gether the tapestry that is Taiwan s multitude of 
conditions and customs. From north to south, we 
can see numerous dedicated local cultural industry 
businesses. A quiet investment starting at birth that 
emerges from the beauty of home is instilled in a 
variety of forms in people s minds, day after day, 
generation after generation. 

The government began promoting the local cultural 
industry guidance counseling in 1989 with the con-
tinuous investment of resources to assist each of 
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small and medium enterprises more competitive.  
An example is the 2012 expansion plan for tourist 
access to local industries whereby the possibility is 
provided for consumers to personally experience 
the economies and stories of heritage-rich OTOP 
tourist destinations via in-depth travels to a variety 
of locales.  In addition, creative, brand name and 
design elements of the manufacturing and services 
industries are further enhanced with added value.  
Between 2009 and the end of October 2012, the 
local cultural industry guidance program gave coun-
seling to 1,651 companies, added 7,101 employees 
to the workforce, increased business volume by 
more than NT$830 million, and promoted private 
investment to the tune of NT$230 million.  It can be 
said that the program has effectively activated tradi-
tional industries in a rebirth of vitality. 

The rapidly changing global situation ranges, the 

are full of uncertainty, and it could be said that they 
pose a daunting challenge. I believe this is the era 
of small and medium enterprises that will be the 
main catalyst for momentum of economic growth.  
The authentic style of Taiwan will continue to be re-

response to this ever-changing situation.  It is Tai-
wan s responsibility to share this heavy burden 
with everyone else in the world and to strive for the 
economic development of the future.

the historic, cultural local industries throughout Tai-
wan, using the integrated technological innovations 
and constant value-added upgrades of local indus-
tries to enliven regional economies and advance 
the distinctiveness of local characteristics. Inject 
the concept of OTOP(One Town One Product) to 
the development of local industries, the use of lo-
cal cultural characteristics, given new vitality of the 
local industry. OTOP design were selected to help 
Taiwan pour its abundance of design soft power into 
a diversity of products and services in an interpreta-
tion of a new vitality.  Next, OTOP tours involving el-
ements such as local cuisine, livelihood and crafts, 
local festivals, idyllic leisure pursuits and creative 
living were selected through online voting popular-
ity, by means of which people are able to enjoy ex-
periencing unique local cultures and gain an appre-
ciation of local characteristic products.  After that, 
the OTOP enterprises selected to explore the roots 
in the local contribution to local industry investment 
small and medium enterprises, as a showcase of lo-
cal features industry benchmark. Today you can be 
charmed by thousands of amazing souvenirs and 
exquisite quality handicrafts from all over Taiwan to 
be found in OTOP local cultural product shops.  You 
can also browse the strict selection of famous prod-

taiwan OTOP website.

After SMEA Director-General Yeh Yun-Lung as-

of the so-called three industries and six trends , 
that is, fundamentally, manufacturing services, ser-
vices industry technology and internationalization, 
and traditional characteristic industries, along with 
furthering the development of daily life and high 
added value in the hopes of making Taiwan s 

Director General Yun-Lung Yeh
Small and Medium Enterprises Administration of the Min-
istry of Economic Affairs
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WWith the attention of Taiwan central and 
local governments, and with the resources 
invested in promoting the development 

of local cultural industries in recent years, the 
quality, design and innovation of the local cultural 
products have all shown obvious enhancement and 
improvement.  It not only has been injected into 
Taiwan s local cultural industries with a creative 

More than 20 years of promotional development 
for Taiwan s local cultural industry has fostered 

OTOP
ORIGIN OF PROJECT

many charming highlights in enterprises and 
localities, and accumulated Taiwan authentic and 
local cultural tours to draw tourists from abroad and 
drive domestic consumption.  In the long run, the 
marketing strategy behind the local cultural industry 
development requires a balance of domestic and 
foreign market access.  In addition, this strategy has 
to satisfy consumer demands for services, assist 

and enhance the international market visibility and 
market share of Taiwan s OTOP industry.  

  
Project Vision

With advances in digital technology and the 
ongoing innovation in marketing channels, the shelf 
life of merchandise has been drastically shortened, 
and market volatility is without doubt in dangerous 
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Introduction to Local Industry Tourism Program and Plan to Expand Access

waters. To foster deep and sustainable development 
of Taiwan local cultural industry, the project scope 
and goals are as the follows:

1.The complete layout of a forward-looking strategy.

To grasp industry trends and current market 
conditions while simultaneously bringing together 
domestic and foreign specialists and academicians, 
a forward-looking strategy has been proposed and 
a concrete plan of action has been developed.  In 
addition to supplying a reference for the policy 
decision-making direction of central authorities, 
at the same time this will lead local industries in a 
forward direction that enhances performance and 
creates a win-win situation for both central and local 
areas.

2.Enhanced products and value-added services

Building a complete services database and a value-
added platform for Taiwan s local characteristic 
products with real-time updated product information 

information, increases the number of consumers and 
builds long-term customer loyalty.  Consequently, 
changes in demand becomes feedback for the 
value-added platform that can provide differentiated 
services, creating special value for customers, 
which then drives revenue growth and creates 
competitiveness in the local characteristic industry.

3.Spreading emotional connections, stimulating 
consumerism.

The local cultural industry is all-inclusive in its 
promotion of the OTOP image.  Improving goodwill 
and strengthening market exposure is a necessary 
prerequisite for planning, and combining the joint 
OTOP image as well as integrating the marketing 
interface incorporated into the characteristic 
products and quality services creates an overall 
image that maintains the framework of Taiwan s 
OTOP quality. 

4. People and channel, global standards.

The OTOP pathway line of thought is to transform 
the authorized channel of the OTOP mark into a 
window for a local cultural industry global standard.  
At the same time, overseas market information 
can be compiled to stimulate and guide continuous 
domestic and industrial innovation and sophisticated 
technology that perpetuates the sustainable 
development of industrial excellence.  Moreover, 
tourism themes can be developed in response to 
international tourist demands that will attract future 
international tourists to enjoy a personal experience 
of the beauty of Taiwan s local cultures, history 
and industries.  This will convey the unique charm 
of the authentic Taiwan and create a new value for 
industries.

6



Complete Promotion Scheme for Project

The three core local cultural industries of products, 
business and tourism are used in the development 
of OTOP Products and Services Website. Through 
interaction with a real-time database which is 

supplemented by the authorization of both actual 
and virtual access as well as marketing activity 
highlights, consumerism can be stimulated and 
each program goal can be reached.
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2012 6th Taiwan OTOP Product Design Award
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Taiwan OTOP (One Town One Product) 
Product Design Awards is a creative award 
activity in Taiwan for local cultural products.  

In recent years, design professionals have been 
recruited as new blood  for every local cultural 
industry and the design industry.  Combining cre-
ativity and ingenuity, this fresh talent has utilized lo-
cal features to give a brand new vitality to traditional 
products.  At the same time, local materials from 
Taiwan are used for domestic mass production, and 
a channel for sales services has been provided, 
creating a new page in history for local cultural in-
dustry entrepreneurs.

OTOP
DESIGN AWARD

Pentawards Good 
Design Award iF

2012 OTOP

OTOP
7  ( 3 4 )  
9  ( 5 4 )  
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In 2007, the Small and Medium Enterprise Admin-
istration of the Ministry of Economic Affairs began 
holding the OTOP Product Design Awards in order 
to encourage product creativity in Taiwan s local 
cultural industry and promote design aesthetics that 
are closer to public sensibilities, thereby transmit-
ting a sense of Taiwanese lifestyle and local spirit.  
Each year around ten winners, Award-winning com-
panies have not only promoted brand popularity and 
produced substantial achievements over the years; 
they have also helped tremendously to promote Tai-
wan s local cultural products by expanding distri-
bution channels for a greater number of consumers. 

To date, the Taiwan OTOP Product Design Awards 
event has been held six times.  During that time, 
cooperation between the local cultural industry 
and the design community has spurred more than 
NT$20 million in public investment and the selec-
tion and development of 58 innovative, high-value 
local cultural products that have been honored with 
international design awards, like the Red Dot and iF 
awards, thereby driving the integration of local prod-
ucts into the global arena.  In addition to holding 
activities and helping three previous award-winning 

has been to generate a total media exposure value 
through a variety of publicity outlets such as eDM 
publishing, electronic media, print media, broad-
casting, online social networking, et cetera, in order 
to upgrade the visibility of Taiwan s OTOP Prod-
uct Design Awards and the exposure and sales of 
award-winning products.

For instance, the popularity of the 2011 winning-
product, The Wonderful Case , and the 2010 
winner, the seasoning box set for Taiwanese 
Steamed Dumplings, has continued to soar, making 
them best-selling items, resulting in thousands of 

sales and earning millions of NT dollars in business. 
To participate in the 2011 OTOP Design Awards, 
the listed company Hohoengine developed the Tai-
wan Centennial Blessing Tea Gift Set, and after re-
ceiving the award, it went on to win a succession 
of international packaging design awards like the 
Red Dot award from Germany, the Pentawards, Ja-
pan s Good Design Award, Germany s iF award, 

-
dreds of millions in NT dollars.  After receiving its 
award, the Taiwan Lily Being Together Forever  
ceramic bottle from Hong Ying Tao drew numerous 
corporate and institutional buyers and expanded 
into several distribution channels.  

Fun and Diversity  is the main theme of the 6th 
Taiwan OTOP Product Design Awards in 2012, fo-
cusing on a diverse and dazzling feast of the senses 
and on being moved by novel and fascinating local 
places.  It is hoped that this will spark freshness, 
fun and happiness in people
rays of sunshine warming a person s heart.  Alto-
gether this year s Taiwan OTOP Design Awards 
had seven design awards (three for livelihood arts 
and crafts and four for packaging design) as well as 

four for packaging design). The local characteristic 
culture of Taiwan will be transformed into a gift full 
of joie de vivre.

11



2012 6th Taiwan OTOP Product Design Award

Re-turn
 /  / 

Winner  National Taiwan University of Arts Crafts & Design   
                 Department / Yi-Shu Hsiao 
Cooperative Unit  Ruei Shing Enterprise Co., Ltd

Re-turn turn return

"Re-turn" , taken from the two words "turn" and "return", is a 

aesthetic of the tie-hua window derives from the villages of 
military dependents from an earlier time in Taiwan.  The light can 
be turned on by rotating the windows of the lamp, and it can be 
switched off by re-turning them (turning them again), or rotating 
the window back to its original position (returning the window to 

Jade Sword Pen

Winner  Cheerful Fashion Goods Co., Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Roo-Feng Taiwan Jade Store
Tel  02-2785-6699 #252

Cheerful designer team has cleverly combined the three 
elements, jade, dragon and sword, to design a multi-functional 
set, a writing pen and a cell phone holder.  The bold spirit of 
the sword of the ancient knight infuses the luxurious metal and 
exquisite glossy workmanship, revealing the extraordinary luster 
of clear, translucent jade.

glimmering through the windows is like a return to former times, 
and it will get you to recall the warm familiarity of strolling through 
the alleyways of such a village.

OTOP
OTOP Design Awards - Livelihood Arts & Crafts
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The Multifunction Pencil

Winner  DOT  Design Co., Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Rabbit Industrial Corp.
Tel  02-2557-2887

A pencil brimming with the uniqueness of Taiwan!  By imagining 
all the possibilities of a pencil, incorporating the functionality of 
the original ways to put a pencil to use, and with the cooperation 
of the Rabbit Pencil Factory, the traditional pencil can deliver an 
even greater personal experience.  In fact with just one simple 
change, and by creating even more possibilities for the pencil, 
the generation that writes so many things on keypads can be 
given an even more interesting way to write those letters and 
words!

-
CITY.COM  -  A Series of Tourist Postcards 
of Five Cities in Taiwan

/  / 

Winner  Ming Chuan University / Department of Commercial 
                 Design/ Cuei-Lian Syu & Wang-Jen Lin
Cooperative Unit  MCU Academia Industry Innovation Center
Tel  0933-941-123 / 0928-794-428

The illustrations on the post cards represent the famous scenic 

major cities in Taiwan.  Pictures of the Taiwan Railway and 
the High Speed Rail System symbolize the connections for all 
the scenic spots and architectural attractions that enrich each 
city while integrating unique local cuisine, arts and crafts and 

transportation features.

The multiculturalism of each city is expressed via a profusion of 
colors and conveys the sense of Taiwan's brilliance.

OTOP
OTOP Design Awards - Product Packaging Design
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2012 6th Taiwan OTOP Product Design Award

Tasty Taiwan Tea

/

Winner  Taiwan Fine Tea
Cooperative Unit  Chi Creative
Tel  0919-692-791

Three teas have been selected that best represent the quality 
teas of Taiwan, the distinguishing quality of which is conveyed 
by its packaging design.  In addition to getting a sense of this 
quality by tasting the teas, consumers can get an understanding 

attracted to the packaging. It is expected that the special features 
of Taiwan s local culture products will reach the entire world in 
the future, thereby allowing people everywhere to recognize the 

mellow taste of Taiwan tea that is found on this beautiful slice of 
earth that is the island of Taiwan.

Nature Berry 
The Nature Berry Cleansing Series

/

Winner  Tainan University of Technology / Department of  
                 Visual Communication Design/ Yueh-Hsin Lai, Yu-
                 Chu Wang, Ting-Yu Chan, hiang-Ying Liu, Ling-Yi 
                 Hung,  Ru-Shan Deng
Cooperative Unit  Soapberry Biotech Progress Co., Ltd.
Tel  06-592-3840

Nature 
Berry

free properties of this product.  The packaging design of the 
Nature Berry series comes without any adhesives and uses 
environmentally-friendly stone paper as its packaging material.

In addition, the ergonomic design of the bottle which incorporates 
the shape of the nature berry, or Chinese Soapberry (i.e., the 
lychee), makes picking up and handling the bottle a breeze.

14



The Fish-Shaped Gift Box of Assorted 
Crisps

Winner  Tzukuan Fisheries Association
Cooperative Unit  Bosin Design
Tel  07-617-6110

The main style for the packaging of the Kezailiao series of 
products from the Tzukuan Fisheries Association is found in the 

tasty crisps produced from the local fresh catch are distinguished 

interesting visual form of the packaging is manifested in a time, the packaging has an extra-strong protective function for 
the brittle product itself.

LED
Wish Lamp- Tung Blossom

Winner  COCOKASA Lighting Corp.
Cooperative Unit  YEDUO Design
Tel  02-66358889

LED

with the subtle change of light.

Honorable Mention - Livelihood Arts & Crafts
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2012 6th Taiwan OTOP Product Design Award

Age of Elegance

  
    

Winner  Cheerful Fashion Goods Co., Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Roo-Feng taiwan jade store
Tel  02-2785-6699

The Age of Elegance is a Taiwan jade design in the classical shape 
of window frames. The Taiwan magnolia background expresses 

and auspicious fortune. Taiwan s spiritual history is displayed 
brilliantly in the precious green stone.

 
Bamboo Chopsticks

  
   

Winner  MOTOR Design Group Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Full Rich Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. 
Tel  04-8521151

The image of bamboo has been transformed by combining 
charcoal powder and two-color injection engineering methods 
applied to chopstick sets for everyday dining with those colors 

healthy and aesthetic effect.

16



Tasting Sanxia

/

Winner  Tatung University/ Chang-Chi Shih, Han-Sheng Ciou
Cooperative Unit  Full Rich Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. 
Tel  02-22779326

" "

You can discover the emotions and characteristics of Sanhsia 
with this tea set in a combination of Sanhsia indigo dye and 

for Sanhsia Township and which means a point where three 
rivers converge.  A touch of indigo is interwoven into the beauty 
and culture of Sanhsia.

Dining Set of the Plentiful Harvest

 ( )
Winner  Hakka-blue
Tel  02-25521338

This dinner plate design has trays with a raised lip set in a square 
box and grooves to drain oil.  The obverse side of the square box, 
has an azure glaze, is depressed.  With a spoon in the shape of 
a grain of rice with a wooden handle, a chopstick holder in the 
shape of a hoe, an old-style rice bowl, the dining table resembles 
natural LOHAS scenery.

17



2012 6th Taiwan OTOP Product Design Award

Relishing Travel Gold Bullion 
Pineapple Cake

Winner  ANGLE Visual Integration
Cooperative Unit  Relishing Travel Cakes Cultural Building
Tel  07-5562467

Relishing Travel brings an emotional lifetime commitment to 
gourmet food, not just in the singular beauty and rustic elegance 
of its Gold Bullion Pineapple Cakes, but in its thirty years of 
engrained and latent handmade pride. 

Pickle Museum Hakka Citrus Tea

 / 

Winner
Cooperative Unit  Pickle Museum
Tel  02-287321872

After it has absorbed the essence of the calamondin orange (also 
called the calamansi, the acid orange, the Panama orange, the 
musk lime, or the golden lime) tea, a hammer is needed to break 
apart this bulb of tea.  The inside is reminiscent of an authentic 
calamondin orange urn, and the outside is one entire light piece 
indicative of its original function, which explains the use of the 
hammer.

Honorable Mention - Product Packaging Design
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Cosmetic Brush Box Set

Winner  Lamsamyick Co., Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Incredible Co., Ltd.
Tel  02-25566433

as an integral whole to shape and achieve an environmental-

nature of an origami in all four directions with a quality that 
children delight in.

Dancing Tea

Winner  Dancing Tea Co., Ltd.
Cooperative Unit  Process Product Design AG
Tel  02-89769591

Dancing Tea comes from the picturesque Wuhe Terrace in 
Hualien.  The quality of the tea leaves is a result of the intentions 
of the growers to cultivate the tea plants in a natural environment 
so that crystal-clear water and fresh air from the pure land of 
Eastern Taiwan is condensed in each tea leaf.
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2012 OTOP遊程
2012 2nd Taiwan OTOP Tourism Award

2012
OTOP

220
52 OTOP

22
10 OTOP

OTOP In order to promote a feeling of au-
thenticity for Taiwan people who 
enjoy a personal local industry ex-

perience, Happy Tours  was chosen 
as the theme for the 2nd Taiwan OTOP 
Tourism Award held in 2012.  More than 
220 local characteristic tours were col-
lected based on the recommendations 
of county and city governments, and via 
the selection of a special panel from in-
dustry, government and academia, 52 
OTOP classic tours were decided on.  
Enthusiastic online follow-up voting by 
more than 220,000 people unearthed a 
diverse richness of local characteristics 
and private attractions for the series of 
marketable top ten popular tour routes. 

Everyone is invited to the cre-

OTOP tour routes.  In a light and 
pleasant mood, learn about the local 
culture in different localities throughout 
Taiwan.  Unwind from the daily grind, 
narrow the distance between friends 
and family, and add more happy laugh-
ter and fond memories to your life.

OTOP
TOURISM AWARD
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Keelung has a harbor and is rich in moun-
tain and ocean resources where you can 
enjoy the unique geographical ocean land-

scape and taste the different styles of day and night 
by the harbor.  Come to the Keelung Story House to 
enjoy a little bit of what life was like here in the past.  
The unique Museum of Marine Science and Tech-
nology houses an exquisite rendering of marine 

-
lage life.  The art and humanities of ocean culture is 
the mainstay of the Yang Ming Oceanic Culture and 

Beitou is among Taiwan s top ten tourist 
towns.  Stroll through the Hot Springs Mu-
seum to gain an appreciation of the time-

honored places of historic interest and personally 
experience a diversity of culture and history.  After-
wards visit the Plum Garden Visitors Center to view 
the calligraphic art of Mr. Yu Youren, and then the 
Geothermal Valley to enjoy the geothermal wonders 
there.  After sampling the traditional snacks in the 
night market, go to the brimming-with-greenery Yin 
Guang Lane to get close to Nature, and the tea cer-

 

Keelung : Roam the colorful mountains and coastal area of the port city of Keelung

 

Taipei City : The LOHAS Taipei-Beitou Zen Culture Walk

Art Museum.  With its brilliant abundance of con-
tent, the Miao Kou night market enjoys a reputation 
both home and abroad.  Keelung puts its natural 
resources to excellent use with the R&D processing 
of all variety of gourmet delicacies.  When you come 
to Keelung, you will be sure to buy the most unique 
of souvenirs.

emony experience at the Folk Arts Museum is not 
to be missed.  After a comforting spa therapy for an 
exhausted body and mind, you can enjoy a healthy 
gourmet meal full of fresh local ingredients.  The 
old-style Nakashi Orchestral music and the unique 
bar food culture will leave a strong impression.  The 
elegance of the hot spring season reappears year 
after year.

21



2012 OTOP遊程
2012 2nd Taiwan OTOP Tourism Award

DIY

Pottery has a long history in Yingge with a dis-
tinguished collection of culture. The enjoy-
able exquisite ceramic arts and crafts and 

the classic art from the Chinese kilns in Taiwan will 
make you gasp in amazement.  Then you can go 
experience baking a DIY pizza in a bread kiln  
using natural yeast all by yourself as well as some 

the blotched and mottled walls of Yingge s Old 

This trip allows people to enjoy a tour of 
Daxi s elegant Old Street and the culture 
of the two Chiang s, Generalissimo Chiang 

Kai-shek and his son President Chiang Ching-kuo, 
-

ly from the large pond in Longtan, visit the Hakka 
Cultural Center in Taoyuan County, and learn about 
Hakka folkways in Sankeng Old Street.  There is a 
diversity of culture to experience in Taoyuan.  Daxi 
hosts a rich history, like the different Old Streets, Li 
Tengfang Mansion, expressive of the Minnan cul-

 

New Taipei City : Go to the Interesting Yingge Kilns

 

Taoyuan City : A culture-lite tour of Taoyuan

-
losopher whom everyone shares so many wonder-
ful memories of, a lane that will carry you to a fun-

from days gone by while sipping winter melon tea 
from an ordinary, ornamental rice bowl left over from 
your grandma s bygone era of simple happiness.  
The combination of Yingge s cultural context and 
the pleasure of making things by hand is an ideal 
one day trip for fun and relaxation on the weekend.

ture of Southern Fuxian Province in China, the an-
cestral home of many early immigrants to the island 
of Taiwan, and the history of the development of 
the Qing Dynasty in northern Taiwan.  There is the 
shrine in the CKS Park, reminiscent of Japanese 
colonial rule.  Two Chiang Park stretches through 
Cihi, Houcihi and Jiaobanshan, and to the south are 
Pingzhen and Longtan and other places, such as 
attractions like the ancestral shrine at Baozhong, 
Sankeng Old Street, and the Hakka Cultural Center.  
Additionally, Taoyuan is resplendent with the heri-
tage of old-fashioned souvenirs.  Everyone is wel-

22



This tour is one full of dreams and the happi-
ness of a mountain garden, a trip designed 
with the utmost care made especially for 

newlyweds and single couples, a combination of the 
wedding industry and the accompanying photogra-
phers that can provide lovers with the most profound 
and wonderful memories.  The romantic riotous pro-

in people, and the healthy and nutritious delicious 
-

2000

Tevents in Wushe involving the tragic and 
moving historical resistance of the Atayal 

people using stones and clubs against the Japa-
nese occupation have been reconstructed in the 

this rebellion, one can sense the atmosphere that 
gave rise to the passionate feelings of indignation 
of the Atayal.  Crossing the Yunlong Bridge takes 
one to the peerless Lushan Hot Springs, located 
nearby the 2000-meter high Cingjing Farm.  Along 

 

Taichung City: A Happy Mystery – a Journey in Search of Taichung s Mountain City of Blessings

  

Nantou County: In Search of Seediq Bale – a Day Tour of Nantou s Cingjing Farm

vor of the hot-cold mix of stuffed taro balls in Tahang 
is exceptionally special.  The elegant environs of the 
CH Garden Restaurant display a surprisingly pleas-
ant creativity everywhere you cast your gaze with 

Cheese dessert shop, Carton King, the corrugated 
paper box design shop, and many other delights.  
The Far Eastern alpine hydraulic engineering of the 
amazing Bai Leng drainage system is also not to be 
missed.

scenery, there is both a brilliant Russian equestrian 
performance as well as a much-loved sheep show.  
There is a different history and culture in each of 
Nantou s villages and towns as well as natural 
beauty and special industries, and during a tour you 
can enjoy Atayal cuisine, millet wine and the weav-
ing industry culture.  Experience the paper produc-
tion, wine distilleries and other features of Puli and 
the welcoming hospitality of Nantou.

23



2012 OTOP遊程
2012 2nd Taiwan OTOP Tourism Award

Come visit the strategically-located, Matzu-
worshipping city of Xingang, with its numer-
ous monuments and historic buildings, the 

one-and-only Incense Artistic Culture Garden in Tai-
wan, the adorable and amusing Koji ceramic cutting 
and pasting public art, the popular Bantaoyao Crafts 
Studio so beloved by tourists, and the Xingang Par-
lor, which gives every visitor that feeling of a home 
away from home.  For a welcome sea breeze, visit 

11 15

YUMMY

Wujie Village has totally retained the rustic 
rural life and rice culture of the Lanyang 
Plain.  On the 15th day of the 11th month 

of the Lunar Calendar, the Erjie Wang Kung Temple 
-

ing more than 20,000 catties of glowing coal.  Wujie 
has long had a reputation as a duck village, and 
besides the duck tasting available there, visitors 
can learn a lot about the duck industry culture.  The 
delicious Xiaowei Community rice-cutting dish is an 
excellent accompaniment to the community dance 

 

Chiayi County: An Innovative New Harbor and the Rural Township of Budai

 YUMMY -

Yilan County: The Yummy  Sprouts and Rice of Wujie – Delicious, Fun and Moving

-
ing boats will have you feeling relaxed and carefree.  

of a life style awaiting your arrival.  The rich ecol-
ogy of the Aogu Wetland Forest Park and the Hoa-
meiliao Nature Preserve are ideal for a family out-
ing that includes education about the environment.  
Chiayi extends the warmest of welcomes to you.

for local mothers and the puppet theater, a scenario 
that harkens back to those times during childhood 
when everyone ate dinner under a giant tree after 
the rice harvest work was done.  You are welcome 
to go on a slow, meaningful tour of the community, 

and the ducks and the relaxed rural culture.  Try 
Wujie s yummy  yami (  sprouts and rice) 
for a delicious, fun and deeply moving experience.

24



DIY

...

Hualien has an abundance of tourism re-
sources.  You can enjoy the unique local 
charm of Hualien with the combination of 

the hometown scenic beauty of Fuli (60 Rock Hill 
and organic Luoshan Village), a DIY organic farm 
produce experience, and spa cuisine fun, not to 
mention the graceful beauty of Tie-Fen Falls as well 
as other scenic spots.  An autumn outing in Hualien 
is ideal for viewing the pastoral scenery and enjoy-
ing the sounds of Nature, but winter visits are best 

Baisha is the home of Ting Hsiang dried sil-
ver anchovies.  Stroll through the Hai Lung 
Seafood Processing Plant and the Ting 

Hsiang Cultural Center for inquiries about silver an-
chovy culture.  You can enjoy a wide variety of water 
sports for the price of just one ticket.  The shallow 

tastes great.  You couldn t be happier praying with 
sky lanterns under a starry sky for joyous tranquil-
ity.  You can get close up and personal with the gi-

 

Hualien County: A Hometown Tour of a Golden Sea of Flowers and Rice Paddy Waves

  

Penghu County: The Baisha Juxing Ecology Paradise 

for taking a hot spring bath.  Take a happy and lei-

and Persian chrysanthemums that can be seen ev-
erywhere along the No. 9 Highway running through 
the towns and villages of Yuli, Fuli and Zhuoxi.  You 
can forget all your worries amidst the mountains 
and rivers of Hualien.  Relax completely surrounded 
by the beautiful scenery awaiting you there.

ant windmills along the North Central Blue Highway, 
and there is lots of marine life to observe at the 
Penghu Aquarium.  The rock oysters in Qitou eaten 
fresh from the shell are delicious appetizers.  The 
network of branches of the ancient banyan trees 
has provided protection for generations of people.  
The careful selection of features, attractions and 
industries in Penghu welcomes the participation of 
everbody.
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 OTOP One Town One Product   
(101)

OTOP

OTOP
OTOP

In order to encourage entrepreneurs to boost the en-
ergy for sustainable management, and to continue 
intensifying OTOP image recognition and reputation. 

The Taiwan OTOP Enterprise Award is a new work item 
going to be held for 2012. With activities using the theme 
of local feedback on corporate social responsibility, com-
panies that are representative of Taiwan s OTOP quality 

assistance will be provided for related marketing promo-
tion, and an OTOP benchmark of excellence branding im-
age will be created in the expectation that corporate cul-
tural spirit, distinguishing features and additional creative 
development and services provided by benchmark com-

panies will interest consumers in enjoying 
a personal experience, create impressive 
new values, and enhance the drive for the 
sustainable management of enterprises. 

OTOP
ENTERPRISE AWARD
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2003
2004 Shu&W's

2006 Shu&W's 
Cera

2009

2010

Jia Ding International was established in 
Yingge in 2003, using trade as a core focus 
in its initial stages, and later on launching 

its own brand Shu&W's to highlight ceramic pot-
tery promotion and sales in 2004.  Then in 2006 
the name Shu&W's Cera was adopted, the Chinese 
name for which is "Jí Cí ( )".  By insisting on 
manufacturing in Yingge, the company has gradu-
ally become recognized as a leader in the ceramic 
industry, and its unique style has achieved wider 
visibility among consumers.  Jia Ding integrated 
with The Shu's Pottery in 2009, and the heritage 
espoused in the concepts of culture, aesthetics 

1970

 

Jia Ding International's "The Shu's Pottery and Shu&W's 
Cera"

Spring Pool Glass Industrial Co., Ltd.

and innovation by founder Shu Hsin-Wang have 
brought together the various ceramic designs from 
over Taiwan to develop a base of operations for the 
new life of porcelain arts and crafts.  Under the re-
planning guidance of the New Taipei City govern-
ment, the site was transformed into a tourist factory 
and named the Shu Hsin-Wang Ceramic Memorial 
Museum.  The rave reviews from tourists after the 
museum opened brought the development of the 
business aspirations for ceramic art techniques to 

his place in Heaven that the Yingge ceramics in-
dustry has endured over the years, Shu Hsin-Wang 
must certainly be pleased.  Going into the future, 
The Shu's Pottery and Shu&W's Cera will unfailingly 
continue to move forward.
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SIID CHA

ISO22000 HALAL

Lin Yuan Foods Co., Ltd.

H sinchu is the acknowledged leader in 
the glass industry in Taiwan, with excel-
lent name recognition for this art and ex-

ports on a global scale.  The convenience that glass 
brings to the daily lives of humanity has a history that 
dates back more than 5,000 years and can be wit-
nessed as well in the miracle of Taiwan s economic 
transformation.  However, the large amount of waste 
products resulting from glass manufacturing over the 
years has been an enormous burden on the envi-
ronment.   Located amidst rolling hills, Spring Pool 
Glass is a classic example of a glass waste material 
recycling plant.  In 1970, Chairman Wu Chun-Tzu 
exerted great effort to reclaim all glass containers 
throughout Taiwan, recycled this waste into beautiful 
works of glass art and exported them all around the 
world.  Then three years ago, in order to put waste 

glass to wider use, Mr. Wu pooled his resources 
to establish Taibao Glass Industrial Co., Ltd., and 
invested in a variety of research and development 

products. After much hard work in environmental-
ly-friendly building materials, Mr. Wu successfully 
developed both aesthetic and functional materials 
to be able to be used in colorful glass, causing an 
upsurge in the global construction industry and pro-
viding a model for best practice and environmental 
protection.  You can nearly forget that you are in 
a manufacturing plant when entering this green-
friendly unique and charming colorful glass building, 
and at the same time you get a sense of the Spring 
Pond Glass corporate mission to reduce the pres-
sures on Earth and ensure the supply of oxygen in 
the environment.

Lin Yuan Foods was established in the city 
of Miaoli in 1975.  Its main business opera-

Hakka-style ground tea.  Lin Yuan offers a service 
to companies all over Taiwan by means of a unique 
technology to dry and mix ground tea ingredients at 
a constant low temperature.  The company's R&D 
team has continuously pursued innovation in order 
to customize its market segment and enhance op-
erations via Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
systems.  In 1990, Lin Yuan became the country's 
top manufacturer of ground tea, using local mate-
rials and developing a number of recipes with the 
integration of interesting stories to promote tourism, 
creating a transformation of the old into the new.  In 

grain tea meal, for its own innovative brand name, 
branching out into the services sector and opening 
a restaurant in Jioufen.  Currently, Lin Yuan Foods 
also has two ISO 22000 standard Halal food safety-

the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the National Youth 
Commission, the Council of Labor Affairs, county 
governments and other agencies.  It has even been 
invited to represent Taiwan in an exhibition in Hong 
Kong.  Looking to the future, Lin Yuan Foods prom-
ises to adhere to its past level of excellence and pro-
vide the highest quality of products to customers.
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In 1966, in an alley running alongside a temple 
to Matsu in Tachia Township in Taichung Coun-
ty, Yu Jan Shin Food Co. founder, Chen Chi-

Chen, performed a ceremony asking for Matsu s 
blessing, using traditional bamboo sticks and wood-
en blocks for divination.  In gratitude for Matsu s 
blessing and the loving care of his village custom-
ers, he has stayed true to this idea of venerating the 
Heavens and caring for other people by earnestly 
sharing this blessing from Matsu for more than forty 
years.  The pastry culture and modern technology 
at the heart of Yu Jan Shin Foods have in large part 
been the source of Taiwan s pastry cultural heri-
tage.  The company has devoted its efforts to the re-

Chang Lien Cheng Saxophone Co., Ltd.

Yu Jan Shin Food Co., Ltd.

vival and innovation of traditional Taiwanese cakes 
and pastries and to the development of healthy, and 
delicious baked goods. The company will continue 
to provide consumers with the traditional tastes and 
high-quality desserts, which have won numerous 

bride cake  renowned throughout Taiwan, along 
with Tachia s Matsu temples and the woven hats 
made in Tachia, is considered to be one of the three 
treasures of Tachia Township.  Under the guidance 
of the government, academia and research insti-
tutions in recent years, the quality of these des-
serts keeps improving. The company gained ISO 

from government and professional groups.  Yu Jan 
Shin s bride cakes have been featured on the Dis-
covery channel, and even the media in Mainland 
China has hailed Taiwan as home to the number 
one traditional pastry.  Just one bite recalls the feel-
ing of reverence for Matsu.  It is a feast for the mind, 
a vision of the perfect pastry.
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2006

Taiwan Glass Museum

LC 2002

2010

In 1940, a painter with a passion for music 
named Chang Lien Cheng took this passion 
and slowly taught himself about the principles 

of musical instrument manufacturing.  He carefully 
drew a manufacturing diagram of more than 400 

-
sion brushwork.  Then with his indomitable spirit, he 
went so far as to teach himself to build Taiwan s 

Houli saxophone written.  In 1945, the Lien Cheng 
Musical Instrument Factory was established, be-
coming a pioneer in the manufacturing of Western 
musical instruments, polishing the term Made in 

The Taiwan Glass Exhibition Hall was es-
tablished by Taiwan Mirror Glass Enter-
prise Co. In 2006, the company overcame 

the stereotype that most people thought about the 
traditional glass industry, bringing a breath of fresh 
air to the industry with a focus on deeply impres-
sive beauty and wonder.  Educating people about 
the myriad forms that glass can take entertaining, 
and introducing glass-related knowledge in a simple 
but profound manner, allow everyone to better un-
derstand this kaleidoscopic world of crystal clarity.  
Upon entering this hall of glass information, you can 
learn all about the history, characteristics, and pro-
cessing, as well as application of glass throughout 
the world. Family visitors can get a sensory experi-
ence of the many varieties of glass.  You can also 
enjoy the superb craftsmanship of different works 

Taiwan  in one fell swoop and turning Houli into 
the center of world saxophone production.  Then in 
2000, Lien Cheng s grandson Chang Tsung-Yao 
and his wife Wang Cai-Rui, in response to the glit-
tering international saxophone world, and stemming 
from the consummate craftsmanship handed down 
from generation to generation in Taiwan. Hope to 
carve out Chang Lien Cheng brand reputation in 
this industry, decided to forego the original equip-
ment manufacturing business in favor of creating 
the LC (Lien Chang) brand name, thereby lead-

saxophone museum in Asia was established, with 
precious historical and cultural relics documenting 
Taiwan s saxophone history.  In 2010, LC was 
awarded recognition for its excellent tourist-friendly 
factory, and it now regularly organizes expert lec-
tures, recitals and seminars.  From now on, we can 
all look forward to the melodious music of the saxo-

s heart. 
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The Jia Jan Tea Co. has three generations of 
accumulated heritage in substantial plant-
ing and tea processing experience.  Third 

generation tea connoisseur Chen Chong-Chia now 
leads the company and has updated and extended 
his original role of professional planting and pro-

Ruei Chun Sauce Co.

Jia Jan Tea Co., Ltd. and The Quest for Tea

tea orchid management and quality control.  Jia Jan 
Tea has adopted a number of pioneering break-
throughs, including modern health concepts about 
organic farming, pesticide residue detection and 
control, quality control procedures and other tech-
niques.  The company upholds the attentive, care-
ful and persistent spirit of the tea connoisseur in its 
mission to promote a tea culture and a steady qual-
ity to reward tea lovers.  It created the Quest for 

of teas while on a mountain tour, which reveals not 
just a responsibility to provide varieties of superb 
tea to tea lovers.  The brand also conveys the im-
age of walking step by step through the mountains 
in search of the highest quality tea leaves and the 
tender rendering of stories of tea.  Strict selection of 
the highest quality tea by experts is the unchang-
ing commitment to tea lovers that the Quest for Tea 
brand evokes.  Jia Jan Tea welcomes you to try its 
tea and share a half century of inspiration. 

of art there up close in a dance of creativity. In the 
household products hall, there is an exquisite vari-
ety of glass items you will not be able to resist.  You 
can be sure the tremendous amount of items will 
have consumers feeling eager to return, those who 
hear about it eager to go, and individuals who have 
not been full of regret.  
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Established in 1920, the Rei Chun Sauce 
Co. has more than a 90-year heritage and 
is one of the oldest shops founded in Hsi-

lo to sell soy sauce.  The old production process 
methods are followed.  Fermented soy beans are 
used and absolutely no preservatives or coloring 
is added; after 120 days of processing via expo-
sure to sunlight in large pottery urns, the purest 
of bottom-of-the-pot oil (  húd yóu, literally, 

pot-bottom oil
-

ing a condiment that consumers universally ac-
claim.  Rei Chun founder Mr. Zhong Qin is fondly 
remembered from the days of Japanese colonial 
rule when he would carry an urn of soy sauce on a 

ISO9001
HACCP

Hsilo Tatung Soy Sauce Co., Ltd.

pole to an alley next to an ancestral shrine on Hsilo 
New Street to announce it for sale, establishing an 
excellent foundation for the Ruei Chun Sauce Co.  
After that, Mr. Zhong Zhu-Hong had the profound 
vision to courageously break with the pulse of the 
times to change the packaging and develop a line of 
souvenir gifts, among other measures, which were 
outstanding, revolutionary decisions at the time.  In 
addition, these were changes that readily received 

Zhong was invited to assume the position of chair-
man for the Yunlin County Sauce Association.  The 
fourth generation of the Zhong family has now be-
gun to operate the company, and Rei Chun Sauce 
will continue to adhere to its legacy of innovation 
in the hope that this shiny black gold can recipro-
cate everyone for all their support over the years.  
Moreover, one percent of Rei Chun
be set aside as donations for disadvantaged groups 
in Taiwan.

iF ITQI

In the past it was carried by pole across the 
Chuoshui River to be peddled along the streets 
of Hsilo, and in modern times images of Tatung 

Soy Sauce can be seen in Singapore, Japan, the 
United States, Southeast Asia and the Middle East.  
For a century, Tatung Soy Sauce has courageously 
broken new ground for new approaches to this con-
diment not only with the specialty products of Hsilo, 

-
iar in orthodox Taiwanese society as well.  Tatung 
Soy Sauce has passed ISO 9001 and HACCP in-

-
uct.  The company integrates local specialties in the 

committed to enhancing its brand image, receiving 
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tourism factory approved by the Ministry of Econom-
ic Affairs and recognition as being among the top-
ten of century-old businesses in Taiwan, Tatung Soy 
Sauce now also shines brightly on the international 
stage.  With a distinct and exquisite bottle design 

-
pany has been honored with a succession of awards 
like Germany s iF Design Award and the Superior 
Taste Award from the International Taste & Quality 
Institute (iTQi) in Belgium, allowing the beauty of Tai-
wan s special soy sauce culture to be shared with 
the world.  From the hardships of starting a business 
in its early days to its current glory, as well as looking 
to the future, the Tatung Soy Sauce Co. holds fast to 
its original enthusiasm and innovative attitude in pro-
viding a less salty, pesticide-free, organic product, 
and with the help of its excellent staff and facilities, 
has established a niche in the global market that at-
tains a vision of sustainability.

2005

DIY

 
Yi Chang Ceramics Factory Bantaoyao  Pottery Kiln

Bantaoyao was established in 2005 by its 
husband-and-wife founders, Chen Zhong 
Zheng and Zie Qiu Duan, whose sense of 

the changing times, with the progressive decline in 
talent skilled in jian nian temple-style porcelain-cut-
ting sculpture and koji pottery, gave them such an 
enthusiastic appreciation of traditional handicrafts. 
That s the reason why they refashioned an old 
factory into the Bantaoyao Crafts Studio. The stu-
dio includes a craft center for porcelain sculpture 
and koji pottery, a workshop, and a handicrafts retail 
shop, as well as a restaurant and a classic Oriental 
garden landscape arranged like a Taiwanese pal-
ace of porcelain-cutting sculpture and koji pottery 
handicrafts.  The display in the large central hall as 
well as the works of teacher Chen Zhong Zheng al-
low visitors to gain a better understanding of these 
two styles of craftsmanship.  In the workshop peo-
ple can personally experience various DIY activities 
such as making pottery, cutting mosaic tiles, and 
painting ceramic works.  In the retail shop, people 
will be drawn to the hanging koji pottery ornaments 
of Matsu and various adorable deity dolls.  After 
this feast for the soul, you are welcome to stop at 
the restaurant to enjoy a meal or an afternoon tea.  

-
preciation of koji pottery, porcelain-cutting sculpture 
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2011
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OTOP

OTOP  mall.otop.tw

In recent years, the Small and Me-
dium Enterprise Association (SMEA) 
under the Ministry of Economic Af-

fairs (MOEA) has been actively develop-
ing local cultural products for export sales 
through the promotion of the One Town 
One Product (OTOP) guidance program. 
In addition to beginning the progressive 
growth of this industry, the SMEA has also 
started the gradual expansion of market-
ing channels for Taiwan s OTOP brand, 
incorporating all of Taiwan s local cultur-
al products in a rollout of new channels for 
international markets.  Under the SMEA 
guidance program, OTOP Shops set up 
in the locations with the tide of both do-
mestic and international tourists brought 
to destinations like Sun Moon Lake and 
Taiwan's High Speed Rail Stations. The 
transportation network helping the many 
tourists visit these scenic spots facilitates 
the introduction of the unique quality of 
Taiwan s culture and brings people to 
the many nooks and crannies throughout 
Taiwan where the essential properties of 
this culture are transmitted, a culture the 
visitors will then bring home with them to 
the four corners of the planet. 

Promoting OTOP Authorized Chan-
nels to Enhance Global Visibility 

In order to help local cultural industry busi-
nesses to market characteristic products, 
starting in 2011, the SMEA began to pro-
mote an authorized OTOP logo for Taiwan 
local cultural product channel operations.  

OTOP
SHOP BRIDGE TO THE WORLD
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A selection of quality OTOP access manufacturers were 
granted the right to use the logo in marketing their prod-
ucts, urging them to develop local cultural products with 
high-end added value and to move in the direction of prod-

-
portunities for these products, upgrades competitiveness 
in the Taiwan local cultural product market, increases prod-
uct sales channels, and spurs the growth of more local cul-
tural products.  Planning access to special OTOP zones 
enhances brand name recognition and overall awareness, 

for the purchase of Taiwan s quality local cultural prod-
ucts for both tourists and the public as well.

In addition, the OTOP Products and Services Websit can 
be explored at mall.otop.tw, Taiwan s largest high-quality 
local cultural products website.  It is also the best platform 
for access to merchandise, for information on businesses 
and for the consuming public to make price inquiries and 
purchase specialty goods, creating a win-win situation in a 
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Company

 
Location

 
Business Hours

 
Telephone

 101 
Jacreative-Taipei 101

45 (  101  B1)
B1F., No.45, Shifu Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11001, Taiwan

 11:00-21:30 /

 11:00-22:00 Sun 
to Thu 11:00-21:30 / Fri, 
Sat, Holidays and the day 
before 11:00-22:00

02 - 81017693

HSIN TUNG YANG-Linsen Store
 282 

No.282, Linsen N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 10450, Taiwan On duty all year 02 - 25367736

Taiwan Handicraft Promotion Center
 1 

No.1, Xuzhou Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City 10055, Taiwan 09:00-18:00 02 - 23933655

Ciao Taiwan

Ever Rich-Taiwan Taoyuan Interna-
tional Airport Terminal 2

 9  3 
3F, Departure Lobby, No.9, Hangzhan S. Rd., Dayuan Township, 
Taoyuan County 337

08:00-23:00 -

HSIN TUNG YANG-Specialty Store 
(Departure) at the 1st Airport

 15  3 
3F, Departure Lobby, No.15, Hangzhan S. Rd., Dayuan Township, 
Taoyuan County 337

08:00-23:00 03 - 3834696

Tasa Meng-Taiwan Taoyuan Interna-
tional Airport Terminal 2

 9  3 
3F, Departure Lobby, No.9, Hangzhan S. Rd., Dayuan Township, 
Taoyuan County 337

08:00-23:00 03 - 3833133

I-Mei Foods Co. Taiwan Gallery

9 3
3F, Departure Lobby, No.9, Hangzhan S. Rd., Dayuan Township, 
Taoyuan County 337

08:00-23:00 03-398-2156

-
HSIN TUNG YANG-Guanxi Service 
Area

11 14
No.14, Shangsantun, Guanxi Township, Hsinchu County 306 On duty all year 03- 5876600

-
HSIN TUNG YANG-Cingshuei Service 
Area

 7  143  145 
No.143 &No. 145, Dongshan Rd., Neighborhood 7, Wucuo Village, 
Qingshui Township, Taichung County 436 On duty all year 04 - 26201378

- ( )
Nan Ren Lake-Tai-An Service Area 
(Northward)

 3-3 
No.3-3, Yuntou Rd., Houli Dist., Taichung City 42144, Taiwan On duty all year 04 -25574301

-
HSIN TUNG YANG-Nantou Service 
Area

 250  142  6 
No.6, Aly. 142, Ln. 250, Nanxiang Rd., Jhensing Village, Nantou 
City 540 On duty all year 049 - 2205941

-
HSIN TUNG YANG-Siluo Service Area 
(Southward)

 1  1 ( ) & 2 (
)

No.1 (Southward) &No.2(Northward), Xiluoxiuxizhan, Gaosugong 
Rd., Neighborhood 1, Jhensing Village, Xiluo Township, Yunlin 
County 648

On duty all year 05 - 5860799

OTOP
 Knowledge Power Creative-HSR 
Zuoying Station

 105  2 
2F, No.105, Gaotie Rd., Zuoying Dist., Kaohsiung City 09:00-21:00 07 - 8626099

(
)

Shanghai Bao Zhuan

169 119A,127
Unit 119A,127 ,NO.169 Wujiang Road,Shanghai 10:00-22:00 021-62882260

TAYOHYA-Shanghai
188

No.188, Tiandeng Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 10:00-22:00 021-64530011

Taiwan One Town One Product http://otop.treemall.com.tw/  -  -

TAIPEI NAVI http://www.taipeinavi.com/  -  -
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Taiwan  OTOP  Website

The Taiwan OTOP Website serves as an in-
teractive platform for Taiwan s local cul-
ture industry and records the industry s 

developmental trajectory and the latest trends.  It 
also provides public access to OTOP updates and 
related information regarding the local character-
istics of Taiwan.  Furthermore, the publication of 
an electronic newsletter will provide online friends 
with information about upcoming OTOP marketing 
activities, tourism themes, retail shop stories, blog 
articles and so forth. 

OTOP -
wan OTOP Website and the OTOP Travel 
Website, and the OTOP Products and Ser-

vices Website, which is built in 2012, was added. 
These three websites provide product information, 
purchasing function, and online marketing, as well 
as community sharing, and other diverse features 
to upgrade the OTOP website into a full-service 
platform.  In addition to OTOP s multi-functional 
website, by means of attractive designs, rich con-
tent and the conducting of marketing activities, an 
overall OTOP image can be shaped to enhance the 
good impression and increase OTOP awareness. 

OTOP
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES WEBSITE
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OTOP

OTOP

OTOP Travel Website 

Through the update and maintenance, the 
OTOP Travel Website provides an abun-
dance of information about local cultural 

travel spots. and tour programs coordinated with 
travel agencies to promote Taiwan local cultural tour 
routes and drive visitors to the various OTOP travel 
spots, helping to revitalize local economies.

Do you want to get more information about 
Taiwan local culture?

OTOP 
Taiwan  OTOP  Website
www.otop.tw

Do you want to go crazy in the best tourist 
spots in Taiwan?

OTOP  
OTOP Travel Website
travel.otop.tw
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OTOP Products and Services Website

In recent years, local cultural products in Taiwan 
have found favor with both domestic and foreign 
consumers, overseas channels, and corporate 

welfare committees.  In June of 2012, the Small 
and Medium Enterprise Association (SMEA) of the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) held an online 
registration activity for recommendations of quality 
local cultural products in Taiwan.  In November, this 
website was launching.  Suppliers will maintain their 
own webpages, set up online shopping functions 

Currently over 600 vendors and thousands of  local 
cultural products have been approved for the web-
site.  The main functions of the site include infor-
mation on products and retail shops, order place-
ment and price inquiry functions, and information 
management. Moreover, people are able to share 
Facebook messages and videos, theme merchan-
dise, and charts of hot-selling items, as well as pro-
motional information, and so forth.  

OTOP 

2012
6

OTOP
11

Facebook

Do you want to browse the largest web-
site of the excellent Taiwan local cultural 
products?

OTOP 
OTOP Products and Services Website
mall.otop.tw

OTOP Products and
Services Website
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